
ARB Minutes 1 May 15, 2019 

Minutes 

Architectural Review Board  

Village /Town of Mount Kisco  

Wednesday, May 15, 2019 

7:30 pm 
 
The meeting was called to order at 7:32 PM, Wednesday, April 17, 2019 at the Municipal Building, 

Mount Kisco, New York by Chairwoman Andrea Eisenberg.   

 

Members Present:  Chairwoman Andrea Eisenberg  

Heather Kornreich 

    Dan Loughney 

    Tatiana Olferiev 

     

Members Absent:              Josh Heinz 

   

Staff Present:  Patti Tipa, Board Secretary 

     

Staff Absent:  Peter Miley, Building Inspector 

 

 

New Cases: 

 

1. Friedland Properties    Case #ARB19-14 

15-17 So. Moger Avenue    Comprehensive Sign Program 

Mount Kisco, NY  10549 

 

Chairwoman Eisenberg called 15-17 So. Moger Avenue.  Marc LaPointe, architect for Friedland 

Properties, appeared before the Board. 

 

Chairwoman Eisenberg asked Mr. LaPointe to take the Board through his proposal.  Mr. LaPointe 

said that historically this property was previously occupied by Cosi and Sleepy’s.  Sleepy’s had 

oversized internally illuminated channel letters and Cosi had an awning with graphics on the front 

and individually illuminated channel letters on the back entrance of the building.  He said this 

building is very visible coming from the train station so he thinks it’s important to have illuminated 

signage so that people can see that it’s there.  He added he also thinks it’s an important 

opportunity before the tenant’s in the building to be visible up and down So. Moger Avenue and 

across the parking lot at the train station. 

 

Mr. LaPointe said the proposal is to basically have illuminated letters, 12” high.  He has found that 

tenants vary in their preference.  Sometimes they want individually illuminated channel letters, 

sometimes they want reverse channel letters.  He said lately there are new types with LED lighting, 

there are quite a variety of individual letters, whether it’s the face, the edges, the back, 

combination of all of those elements.  He said he would describe the criteria as being illuminated 

letters and since the building is basically a brick façade, rather than allow numerous penetrations 

through the brick to support the individual letters and power to the letters, he is suggesting a back 

panel.  If the signage is 12” high then the panel would be 2 feet high and generally rectangular or 

slightly oval at the ends.  He said he thinks that also provides and enhancement to any signage on 

the building.  He said of late there have been a couple of tenants, one who has completed their 

alterations and a new prospective tenant.  His proposal has been created for these actual tenants.  

He said this proposal would also work for Richard Scott Salon if they choose to do signage update 

along the front façade. 
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Chairwoman Eisenberg said as far as the package goes, there’s a lot of leeway for the tenants so 

it’s not so much for three tenants.  Stretch Lab does not look anything like Shoes and More.  She 

asked Mr. LaPointe if he was ok with that.  He said yes.  He said both tenants proposed 24” high 

letters and he told them they were limited to 12”.  He said in talking to the sign fabricator, how 

could they best mount those letters on a brick facade and they immediately talked about a 

background for the letters and they came up with interesting background panel that compliments 

and contrasts the individual letters so they are perhaps more visible.   

 

Chairwoman Eisenberg asked if the size would be uniform for all of the tenants – the same height 

of the backing and length and the letters.  Mr. LaPointe said in the discussion with the tenants it 

seemed to be a natural progression that the scale of things was 12” high letters, 2’ high 

background, generally rectangular but if the ends are rounds would be fine.  Chairwoman 

Eisenberg said Stretch Labs looks squared off and Shoes N More is rounded, so if the Board wanted 

all the backers to be the same shape, would that be ok.  Mr. LaPointe said it is not a critical 

portion.  Dan Loughney said as long as the signs are the same heights and the letters are the same 

height that would be ok if the shapes were different.  He asked if Shoes N More was really looking 

for a red outline.  Mr. LaPointe said that is a possibility.  He said initially they were looking to do 

more of a box sign but he told them he was looking to do a channel letter type package.  He said 

they were agreeable to modifying their typical signage and they came up with what they are 

proposing.   He said he had sent them a copy of what stretch lab had proposed.   

 

Heather Kornreich said the two signs are so different.  Mr. LaPointe said they are basically 12” high 

letters with illumination.  Heather Kornreich said usually when somebody applies for a 

Comprehensive Sign Package, there is usually more consistency between the signs and the 

parameters are more focused and narrow for the tenants.  She said she liked the Shoes N More 

sign with the contrast, the shape, the backer.  She said these two signs next to each other looks 

like two different strip malls.  It doesn’t look like a sign package.  It is not cohesive.  Dan Loughney 

said it looks like Stretch Lab is looking for a style from the 1950’s and Shoes N More looks more 

like a country style.  Heather Kornreich said the lettering doesn’t need to be the same but, for 

example, if they were both a black oval for the background and they can do whatever they want in 

front of that black oval.  Chairwoman Eisenberg said the Board was intimating that earlier in the 

meeting that could the backing of all of them be the same.  That way if the lettering and the logo 

wanted to be different, there would be some consistency across the building.  Tatiana Olferiev said 

she agreed.  Mr. LaPointe said the backer came about with the sign fabricator as to what is 

practical with attaching illuminated letters to a brick fascia.  Typically it causes a lot of damage. 

Chairwoman Eisenberg said she thinks the Board likes the backer on Shoes N More.  She asked if 

Stretch Lab could have the same backing and shape.  Mr. LaPointe said he could do that.  Patti Tipa 

said the backers should be the same height but cannot be more that 24” high.  The width of the 

sign cannot be wider than 16’ or 75% of the storefront.   

 

Chairwoman Eisenberg said another sign feature she is reacting to is the border around the Shoes 

N More Sign.  The Stretch Lab sign is very flat.  She suggested putting a border around their sign 

as well.  Mr. LaPointe said he prefers the rounded sign.  Heather Kornreich says it has a more 

contemporary look to it.  Tatiana Olferiev said the Stretch Lab sign would look better with a black 

border to help it stand out.  Heather Kornreich asked if that could be included in the sign package 

approval.  Patti Tipa pointed out that the proposal Shoes N More has two options with a non-

illuminated border or an illuminated border with the illuminated letters.  She asked the Board how 

they feel about the pink border on the backer being illuminated or not.  Dan Loughney said they 

should be part of the package so both signs would have to have the same kind of edge illumination 

or neither of them.  Mr. LaPointe said he would likely eliminate the illumination.  It’s enhancing but 

it can become excessive and glaring.  The Board agreed to eliminate the illuminated border. 
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Chairwoman Eisenberg said with respect to the back of the building, she feels that either the sign 

wants to be smaller or it wants to be on the awning because it’s the back of the building.  Dan 

Loughney said it depends on where the awning is placed in the back.  Patti Tipa said it will be 

attached at the ceiling of the overhang.  Chairwoman Eisenberg asked if anyone felt the Shoes N 

More sign should be smaller in the back.  Mr. LaPointe said he feels the 12” are a very conservative 

signage height.  Dan Loughney said he’s fine with 12” in the rear.  This is a very large space.  Mr. 

LaPointe included another sign for Richard Scott Salon if they chose to update their signage.  He 

added in the rear of Stretch Lab there is a door for their customers to access.  They can put 

signage on the door up to 25% of the window, which is set back. 

 

Chairwoman Eisenberg asked on the rear elevation, the Shoes N More sign over the awning is not 

aligned.  She asked what do have to do to have things symmetrical and line up.  Heather Kornreich 

asked if the awning could be extended.  Chairwoman Eisenberg said the sign should be shortened.  

Heather Kornreich said if you make the sign shorted, the letters would shrink in height.  Patti Tipa 

said Mount Kisco Farm extended their awning because the back façade had issues – the door is not 

centered and there’s an additional loading door.  The awning can be discussed at the next meeting.  

This meeting is to establish the sign package for the building not Shoes N More specific signage.  

Chairwoman Eisenberg asked if the rear signs in sign packages generally the same size as the front 

of the building.  Patti Tipa said it cannot be larger but it can be the same size.  Tatiana Olferiev 

asked if Stretch Lab was proposing an awning for the rear for consistency.  Mr. LaPointe said they 

haven’t yet but he was going to suggest it to them.   

 

Heather Kornreich said there are a lot of unanswered questions and she doesn’t feel that there is 

enough information to vote on a sign package.  Mr. LaPointe asked the Board to consider this with 

no tenants involved here.  The package would be more generic – 12” high illuminated letters of 

different types on a 24” high backer, rounded at the ends for consistency.  To emphasize the edge, 

there should be a 2” contrasting color border.  He said beyond that would be too far.  Chairwoman 

Eisenberg asked Mr. LaPointe how it would express it for the rear of the building with different 

entry ways.  He said based on the siting of the building and knowing what Cosi did in the past and 

how that appeared, it is very conservative given the overall scale of the building.  Dan Loughney 

asked if what applied to the front would apply to the back.  Patti Tipa said it depends.  There are 

other buildings that the Board has approved different looks for different facades of a building.  For 

example, where Starbucks is located, there are channel letters on the front and there are awnings 

and blade signs on the promenade and just awnings on the rear of the building.  She said it can be 

different based on the façade.  Chairwoman Eisenberg asked if they don’t do a sign package for the 

rear of the building, when the tenant wants rear signage, would they have to go for a variance.  

Patti Tipa said it makes sense to do it now because there is a tenant coming in.  They will be 

appearing next month to discuss the awnings that they want to put on the building as an 

architectural feature. 

 

Dan Loughney said his only concern is about making both signs round.  He said we have one 

tenant with a round sign and another tenant who has a square sign.  He said the Board is going to 

pick one and someone is going to be unhappy about it.  He asked if that is a requirement that 

could be dropped.  Heather Kornreich suggested eliminating the backer and just have the channel 

letters.  Dan Loughney said the backer is an important part of the design because of the brick 

structure.  Heather Kornreich said that’s what makes it not a comprehensive sign package because 

you have a rectangle and you have an oval.  Dan Loughney asked if we could recommend a backer 

without recommending a shape.  Chairwoman Eisenberg said no.  Heather Kornreich said if you 

have a backer with different shapes there is no rhyme or reason to it.  She added that she didn’t 

know if she could vote on this because there’s not enough information.  She would like to see what 

the sign looks like with the whole façade.  She said take Shoes N More off and just show tenant 

and show us what it’s going to be exactly.  Chairwoman Eisenberg said they are going to come 

before the Board with their specific sign.  Patti Tipa said once the sign package is approved, as long 
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as signage complies with the guidelines of the sign package, they do not have to come back to the 

Board for approval.  Dan Loughney said this is a little more unique because we have two designs 

that are going to be coming in and we’re trying to fit the package around both signs.  Heather 

Kornreich said we are voting on a design, we’re not designing it.  Chairwoman Eisenberg said we 

have two uncomfortable Board members.  She said she was fine and asked Tatiana Olferiev how 

she feels about the package.  Tatiana Olferiev said she is fine with the rounded signs and adding a 

border to Stretch Lab.  Chairwoman Eisenberg agreed.  Dan Loughney said he would approve the 

package but not specify the shape of the backer or maybe there’s a compromise shape where it’s 

rectangular but doesn’t have sharp edges. 

 

Mr. LaPointe said we know the rounded edges are ok with Shoes N More and if he tells Stretch Lab 

that their background panel was too plain and since the other tenant had an idea of having a 

slightly larger background panel and rounded ends and an emphasis along the edge, that is what 

we decided wanted for a background panel.  Patti Tipa asked Mr. LaPointe if he is allowing the 

tenant to choose the background color of the backer and the border and the letter color.  Heather 

Kornreich said she could possibly vote yes. 

 

Chairwoman Eisenberg made a proposal that the sign package for the front and the back.  Dan 

Loughney interrupted and said if there was no backer on the back of the building, he would be ok 

with that.  Mr. LaPointe said there would be the same issues with the fasteners and wiring.  

Chairwoman Eisenberg tried again and made a proposal for the sign package for Freidland for this 

property that the front and the back, uniformly, have a backing with rounded edges, 24” high up to 

147” wide.  The backing to be either black or white; the edging to be either a black or white 2” 

border and the letters white, red or black 12”.  Heather Kornreich said the logos could be any color.  

She would not have a problem with that.  Patti Tipa suggested changing the 147” to no more than 

16’ wide, which is what the code says.  Mr. LaPointe said he doesn’t feel that this relates to what 

general signage criteria should be for a building.  He said he would almost say if that function is 

becoming superfluous and it really has more to do with individual tenants coming to a building, it’s 

almost like first come, first serve.  Maybe that would be a better way to deal with tenant signage.  

He said he waited years until he had a tenant and he had worked with these tenants to come up 

with this package.  Color often identifies a retailer.   

 

Heather Kornreich asked Mr. LaPointe what is the benefit to him to having a comprehensive sign 

package.  He said it is not a benefit to him.  Dan Loughney said it’s a requirement for a multi-

tenant building.  Patti Tipa said it is a requirement by the Town that any landlord that has two or 

more tenants must have a sign package so that every single tenant doesn’t have to come before 

the Board; that every single building doesn’t have a mish mosh of signs because in the past, that’s 

what we had.  The Village Board, at the time that the law was written, wanted some guidelines 

established by the landlords, not driven necessarily by a specific tenant, to define what the landlord 

wants their buildings to look like.  She said a lot of landlords let the tenants drive that in the past.  

A lot of landlords said do what you want and we would have then buildings with channel letters, 

awnings, a wall board, and pin-mounted letters, all on the same façade, which sometimes can work 

but most times it looks mish mosh and not cohesive.  She said the intent of having a sign package 

was a couple of things:  to bring some sense of harmony to do building, that it belong to that 

building; not to make it all cookie cutter.  There are some towns that want everything to look 

exactly the same.  Mount Kisco didn’t want that.  The guidelines are also to make it easier for 

tenants by saying here’s the guidelines, here’s what you can do and we can give you a permit in 

two days versus you’re going to wait a month, you have to see if the Board likes it, you might have 

to come back.  It could take a long time.  Patti Tipa said she thinks it’s a little more challenging 

sometimes when you have specific tenants in mind because you are trying to accommodate those 

tenants.  These are very different logos for these businesses, they are very different businesses.   
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Chairwoman Eisenberg said it didn’t seem like the Board was struggling too hard with these two 

tenants.  She said it sounded like Stretch Lab was going to be able to accommodate what was 

being described anyway.  She said it sounds like the divide is the Board is trying to create 

something that has some cohesiveness and some clarity but still give the tenant the opportunity to 

express him or herself in their signage, so the Board is trying to do both at the same time.  She 

said when she was talking about what it was going to be, she didn’t want to be too specific but 

wanted to respond to the concerns.  She said as a Board we have to decide what we’re going to do 

so that Friedland can go ahead and get these tenants in.  Dan Loughney said in looking back at the 

application, of the things we’ve talked about, almost everything is there.  He said it is individually 

illuminated channel letters, reverse channel letters or stencil but push thru’s with metal returns, 

painted or anodized; backlit panel with stencil cut letters pushed thru face; the panel would be 

mounted on the brick façade; 12” letters mounted on a maximum of 24” high background.  He said 

he thinks the one difference is the Board would like to have the background be 24”.   The 

background panel could be oval, circular or otherwise shaped is their choice.   

 

Mr. LaPointe said 12” letters on a 24” background makes sense.  He has two tenants that have 

signified a willingness to substantially do so, although Stretch Lab would be asked to increase the 

size of their background and round the ends and add an edge element, a 2” wide band along the 

band.  He said they could probably come up with what the contrasting color would be; maybe dark 

blue to go with their dominant sign color.  He said if they come up with that, it would still be 

reviewed.  Chairman Eisenberg said no, if it complies, it fits.  Mr. LaPointe said the proposal could 

be modified to say 24” high and rounded ends.  Heather Kornreich asked about the border itself.  

She said on Shoes N More, it’s black and it’s hard to know if it’s flat or if there is relief to the 

border.  They reviewed the drawing showing the letter and the background.  Mr. LaPointe said if it’s 

a non-lit background, as agreed, it will likely be a metal panel background with a background color 

and a 2” wide accent color on the face and would return on the sides, which creates a frame.  He 

suggested having the tenant choose the accent color and the backer color.  Dan Loughney said he 

would add that the Board doesn’t want halo lighting on the backer.  The stencil cut letters should 

be crossed out on the proposal.  Heather Kornreich said she just feels that the border needs to be 

spelled out on the package.  It is flush with the backer.  Is there relief to it?  It is raised.  Dan 

Loughney said he thought the Board wanted it painted on the backer.  Mr. LaPointe said he 

envisions the backer as a shape with 3 or 4 inch depth to it, probably metal, and it’s painted.  

There’s the background and then there’s the accent color on the edge returning 2 inches into the 

face.  Heather Kornreich said she would like that added to the proposal. 

 

Motion: 

 

Dan Loughney made a motion to approve as presented with the 24” sign backer having 

rounded ends, a 2” color border contrasting to the backer, with either 12” illuminated 

channel letters or back lit channel letters.  Chairwoman Eisenberg seconded the motion.  

All ayes. 

 

 

 

Meeting adjourned at 8:50 pm. 

 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Andrea Eisenberg, Chairwoman 

/pat 


